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Revision 2 of the SRP provides two options for time history
ABSTRACT analyses: either a single time history, or multiple time histories

may be used as input motion. The multiple time history optionThis paper proposes a procedure for generating floor response
spectra compatible time histories used for equipment seismic requires a minimum of four sets of time histories, real or
qualijication in nuclear power plants. From the 84th Percentile artificially generated, for each specific direction and interested
power spectrum densityfunction of an earthquake ensemble offour damping. No power check is required for this analysis option.
randomly generated time history motions, a statistically equivalent However, these time histories are acceptable only if the calculated
time history can be obtained by converting the power spectrum average response spectra envelop the design FRS. Therefore a
density function from the frequency domain into the time domain. large number of analyses are required for the multiple time history
With minor modificationif needed, the converted time history will option. When the single time history option is selected, the input
satisfy both the spectral and the power spectrum density enveloping motions generated must show that the enveloping requirements for
crjjeria� as required by the USNRC per Revision 2 of the Standard
ReviewPlanSection3.7.11111- Step-by-stepgeneratingprocedures both the FRS and the target power spectrum density (TPSD)
and two numerical examples are presented to illustrate the function are satisfied. The single time history option works
applications of the methodology. directly with the PSD requirements and generates time histories

that match the input FRS through iterations. Once time histories
INTRODUCTION are generated by this option, all systems, equipments, and compo-

nents located in the sme area and covered by the same FRS, can
Prior to the issuance of the Revision 2 of the Standard Review utilize these time histories to perform their once-through time

Plan (SRP), the time history generating process was usually history analyses. This will greatly reduce the lengthy analytical
initiated by generating floor response spectra (FRS) compatible process and efforts needed by the multiple time history option.
time histories with spectral peaks and valleys fluctuating about
the given spectra. To iprove the matching, either by adding In generating the FRS compatible time histories using the
sinusoidal or filtering frequency component, or by modifying the single time history analysis option, the SRP's intent for requiring
calculated power spectrurn density (PS13), new time histories with a PSD check is to ensure that adequate power distribution exists
more desirable response spectral amplitudes were obtained. The in the design time history throughout the considered frequency
spectrum matching is sensitive to various parameters and range. Note that response spectrum enveloping is the primary
sometimes needs more iterative cycles when working with very concern, and that the PSD enveloping is the secondary one 1,21.
low damped response spectra. Due to the energy dissipation hi the case of a broad banded spectrum as given by Regulatory
through the form of viscous mping, response spectra with Guide 160 3], the minirrium PSD contained in Appendix A, SRP
higher dmping values are usually smoother than those of the Section 37.1 may be used to generate floor spectra compatible
lower ones. The iterative process was performed until satisfactory time histories. In the case of site-specific spectra, the SRP
spectral enveloping requirements were met. Where a response Section 37.1, subsection H. Lb, provides the guideline for PSD
spectrum does not provide direct information to the power requirements where a time history ensemble is used to generate
distribution of the floor motion, only very low damped response site-dependent spectra. The same time histories may be used to
spectra allow for more accessible information regarding the generate mean-plus-one standard deviation (or 84 percentile)
frequency distribution of the input power. Therefore, specific PSD as a TPSD function. Thus, for those nuclear plant structures
criteria are required to guard against the energy deficiency of any whose available seismic design input is limited to FRS only, the
generated time history. required floor time histories can be generated using this guideline.

On the basis of the above discussion, a floor spectrum
compatible time history motion gnerating procedure is proposed.

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. Four sets of time history motions are Tandonily generated for
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specified floor direction and damping value, based on the input EXAMEPLEPROBLEMS
FRS. The reason of choosing 'four sets' is simply to follow the

same number of time histories required by the multiple time Two example problems are presented below to iustrate the
history analysis option. Following the calculation of the PSD above generating procedure. The first example deals with a site-
functions for the four time histories, the mean-plus-one standard dependent floor spectrum, while the second one applies to a
deviation PSD function can be generated and used as the TPSD generic broad banded spectrum of NRC Reg.Guide 160. In both
function. This TPSD is then converted from the fi7equency examples, damping values used are 2 percent, the spectral inputs
domain into the time domain, which resulting in a statistically represent horizontal floor motions. Transform of the floor
equivalent tme history which satisfies both the response spectral motions between the time domain and the frequency domain was
and the PSD enveloping requirements. performed using Stardyne computer code 4].

Case 1: Narrow Banded Site-Dei)endent Floor Rewonse Si)ectra
STEP-BY-STEP GENERATING PROCEDURES

A narrow banded Site-Dependent Floor Response Spectrum
The step-by-step procedures used to generate the FRS (SDFRS), is shown in Figure 1. Starting with the SDFRS a

compatible time history motions in the single time history deterministic envelope function (Figure 2 and four sets of
analysis method are as follows random.]y selected phase relationships, four time histories were

generated (Figure 3 The maximum correlation coefficient of
(1) With the input FRS, generate four statistically independent 0.1014 was obtained for these four time history sets. Their

time histories for each specific floor direction and amping value corresponding PSD functions were then generated (Figure 4.
in consideration. In these PSD plots, power deficiency at various frequency

locations can be identified. 'Me cumulative PSD function - an
(2) Convert the four time histories into four PSD functions. In important motion descriptor 2,51, defined by:
order to spread out the power distribution for the time history
ensemble, low statistic independence aong the four te

histories is required. Their correlation coefficients must be set as Cum G(w - fG((D) deo
low as reasonable achievable. 0

(3) Compute the mean-plus-one standard deviation aplitudes of was employed to explore the frequency content of the motion.

the PSD fimctions in step 2) Ts results in a TTSD f4riction. The relative cumulative power for the four PSD functions was
Modification to the TPSD at frequency points where the TPSD then obtained, as shown in Figure 5. A response spectruin near
shows drastic drops, can be accomplished at this step. To fiirther its high frequency end, say, at 33 Hz, is primarily controlled by

increase the confidence level of the TPSD, closer frequency the peak acceleration of its corresponding time history. The peak
intervals can be achieved by interpolation. he PSD aplitudes at acceleration is insensitive to the shape of the PSD function.
the new fi-equency points can be interpolated from their adjacent Therefore, artificial high peak accelerations ay be clipped from
existing PSD amplitudes. the time history before converting them into the PSD functions,

(4) Convert the TPSD from the fi-equency domain into the time with little or no effect on the four resulting PSD functions. The
domain to obtain a statistically equivalent time history. plots of the mean-plus-one standard deviation PSD and its relative

cumulative power, were generated and are shown in Figures 6

(5) Compute response spectrum fom the time history obtained in and 7 The Figure 6 PSD fiinction - the TPSD, was then con-
step 4). verted into time history (Figure 8), and its equivalent response

spectrurn was calculated and compared with the SDFRS (Figure

(6) Compare the response spectrum obtained in step (5) with the 9). If the comparison indicates that there is a need to improve the
FRS. If improvement is required, modify the TPSD amplitudes at matching process, it can be achieved by modifying the TPSD
the desired fi-equency points with the fixtors of the square of the function at selected frequencies and obtain better matching using

ratio of the desired response spectral value to the calculated the relationship:

response spectral value from step (5). Qfwl . M(w)

(7) Rxw step 4) through step 6) until satisfactory comparison Gl(w) Sl(co)

result is reached.

(8) Repeat steps (1) through 7) for other floor directions and where GI 0) =old target PSD amplitude,

interested damping values.
G2(w = new target PSD amplitude,

It is to be noted that in following the above generating S (co) = generated spectral aplitude, and
procedures, the provisions and guidelines provided by SRP

Section 37.1, such as frequency intervals, strong motion s2(w = site-dependent spectral amplitude.
duration, number of calculated spectral points and their
amplitudes fall below the FRS, should be followed.
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For this example problem, comparison of the calculated two example time history generation cases presented, the
response spectrum with the SDFRS indicates no further iteration proposed generating procedure can be used to generate floor
is needed, and the enveloping requirements for both the spectral spectra compatible time histories that will provide sufficient
and the PSD function are satisfied. Following the same power over the interested frequency range, and eliminate the
procedures, floor spectral compatible motions can be generated concern of potential power deficiency.
for other floor directions and different damping values.

Case 2 Broad Banded Floor Remonse Spectr
REFERENCES

To illustrate the application of the proposed generation
procedure to the broad band spectrum case, the USNRC 1. NUREG-0800, USNRC Standard Review Plan Section 37. 1,
Regulatory Guide 160 spectrum is used 3]. Same step-by-step Rev.2, August 1989.

procedures used in the site-dependent generating case are 2. NUREG/CR-5347:"Recommendation for Resolution of Public
followed. Comments on USI A40, Seismic Design Criteria,"

Figures 10 through 17 show the step-by-step generated results. A.P.Philippacopoulos, June 1989.

The maximum correlation coefficient among the four time 3. USNRC Regulatory Guide 160, "Design Response Spectra for
histories is 00788. No further modification to the TPSD was Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," December 1973.
performed. However, in the real application, modification to the
TPSD function, as discussed in the narrow banded site-dependent 4. STARDYNE Micro 32-Bit Version, by Supercomputing Solutions,
case, can obtain better enveloping results and lead to better Inc., Version May 01, 1992.
spectral matching.

5. NUREG/CR-3805;'Engineering Characterization of Ground
RESULTS COWARISON Motion,", Task I: Effects of Characteristics of Free-Field Motion on

Structural Response.. R.P.Xennedy, I. M. Idriss, etc., May 1984.

To illustrate the applicability of the proposed time history 6. NJREG/CR-3509; "Power Spectral Density Functions
generating procedure, the TPSD function generated for the broad Compatible with NRC Reg.Guid 160 Response Spectra,
banded case is compared with the Kanai-Tajimi target PSD form M.Shinozuka, T.Mochio, E.F.Samaras, June 1988.
[6], and with the minimum PSD given in the Appendix A of SRP
Section 37. 1, which basically is the same minimum PSD
requirement recommended by Kennedy[21, but with the addition
of the provision of using 0 percent of Kennedy's minimum PSD
amplitudes. Figure 18 shows this PSD comparison. It can be seen
that the proposed generating procedure produced a TPSD 1.00E+01
function that generally envelops the Kanai-Tajimi PSD curve
below 10 Hz, which contains about 95% of cumulated power of 1.OOE + 00
the generated time history motion. The proposed method shows
even a more satisfactory result when compared with the minimum 1.60E-01
PSD of the " 37. 1, Appendix-A.

CONCLUSION 1.OOE-02
1.OOE-01 1.OOE + 00 1.OOE+01 1 +02

The proposed time history generating procedure uses four sets F-quency(H.)
of randon-dy generated time histories, through the requirements of Figure Site-Dependent floor response spectrum.
low statistical independence and close fi-equency intervals,
generates the mean-plus-one standard deviation PSD of the four
intermittent time histories. The proposed procedure demonstrates
its applicability by comparing with the Kanai-Tajimi's target PSD 2
and the minimum PSD requirements provided in the SRP 37. 1. 0 10 8

Though only four intermittent time histories are used in the CL
two illustrating examples, higher confidence level can be achieved
by iroducing lower statistical independence among e four
intermittent time histories, or by increasing the number of four
intermittent time histories, or by reducing the fi-equency intervals 0
so as to interpolate new TPSD ordinates using the existing TPSD 0 5 10 15 20
amplitudes. Time (Sac)

It should be noted that the floor pectrum enveloping Figure 2 Envelope function
requirements are still the pmary concern. On the basis of the
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Figure 17 Comparison of the Re&Guide 160 spectrum
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